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Nice communication for nice brands 
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Marc Juan Comunicación was born with the purpose of helping  
fashion-related brands to find their space in the field of communication,  
without representing a large money expenditure or loss: it is an  
investment. 
 
The passion for the fashion world of its creator, Marc Juan, starts during  
childhood. For him, fashion has always been both a key element of  
communication and a means for self-expression; a dialogue between  
who you are and who you want to be. Fashion generates this  
bidirectional conversation and fashion brands contribute to show the  
values people want to convey, depending on their mood, the place or  
the occasion they have to face in each moment of their lives. 

Who 
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What 
The goal of positioning brands and their values can be carried out  
through several communication tools: 

- Press Office 
-  Internal Showroom 
- 2.0. Communication 
- Optional Actions 
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How 
- Press Office: 
•  Creation  of  the  press  kit  and  its  packaging,  cohesive  with  the  

corporative image. 
•  Creation  of  the  seasonal  CD,  including  silhouetted  campaign  

images on a white background and/or with a model. 
•  Planning an action calendar, covering a six-month period. 
•  Sending of thematic press releases. 
•  Preparation and sending of images for shoppings and other press  

documents. 
•  Telephone follow-up of stylists, designers, journalists and fashion  

editors. 
•  Clipping (compilation of the appearances in press). 
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- Internal Showroom: 
•  Cession and sending of products for press, blogs, TV shows and  

advertising. 
•  Personalized product presentations. 
•  Press announcements. 
•  Creation of press and/or VIP outlets. 
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- 2.0. Communication: 
•  Creation or updating of social networks: 

•  Webpage updating. 

-  Flickr 
-  Youtube 
-  Vimeo 
-  Vevo 
-  Tuenti 

-  Facebook 
-  Twitter 
-  Instagram 
-  Pinterest 
-  LinkedIn 
-  Other 2.0. platforms 
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- Optional Actions: 
•  Internal communication for brands. 
•  Management of advertising campaigns. 
•  Analysis and study of the existing competitors (benchmarking). 
•  Training courses for employees. 
•  TV fashion shows or catwalks. 
•  Sponsorship, patronage and partnership actions. 
•  Fashion trend analysis. 
•  Etc. 
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Marc Juan Comunicación has at its disposal a  
database of more than 29,000 contacts, which are  
continuously updated. They are organized as follows 

•  Weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual magazines. 
•  Fashion, society, trends and beauty magazines. 
•  Specialized theme magazines: jewelry, footwear, handbags, etc. 
•  Journals, Sunday and specialized supplements. 
•  Press, actors and celebrities’ agencies. 
•  Film, TV, TV shows and advertising production companies. 
•  Blogs and fashion websites. 
•  Fashion fairs. 
•  Leisure guides and radio. 
•  Red carpets, events and premieres. 
•  Journalists, designers, stylists, photographers and make-up  

professionals. 
•  Showrooms, press offices, design schools and associations in the  

sector of communication, film, etc. 
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Where 
Marc Juan Comunicación is located in a showroom downtown  
Barcelona, designed for the exhibition of different brands’ collections, as  
well as a meeting point for clients, stylists and journalists. Showroom C/ 
Parlament, 50, 2º 1ª, 08015 Barcelona 
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For Whom 

•  Brands without an internal communication department. 
•  Brands  with  an  internal  communication  department  who  want  

reinforcement in a specific channel. 
•  Brands lacking large budgets in advertising, interested in appear in  

the media without becoming advertisers. 
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Success stories 
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1_ Fashion trend analysis for 
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2_ Off-line clipping for 
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Fashion show by the lingerie brand CHANTELLE at  
TV program Qué tiempo tan feliz (Telecinco) with  
the collaboration of stockings 

3_ 
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Cession of stockings to TV hostesses, actresses  
and singers in Antena 3, Telecinco, TVE, La 2,  
TV3, Telemadrid and Paramount Comedy by 

4_ 

Cine de barrio La mañana de la 1 El programa de  
Ana Rosa 

Els matins de  
TV3 

¡Qué tiempo tan  
feliz!' 
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La mañana  
de la 1 

La mañana  
de la 1 

El número 1 Merche La mañana  
de la 1 
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Els matins  
de TV3 

Els matins  
de TV3 

Las noticias  
de la mañana 

Els matins  
de TV3 

Las noticias  
de la mañana 

Las noticias  
de las 3 
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Chic - Cas La que se  
avecina 

El secreto  
de Puente  
Viejo 

Stamos okupa2  Luna, el misterio 
de Calenda 

KMM 



Confidencias V Gala de los  
premios Gaudí 

Para todos  
la 2 

El tiempo Buenos días  
Madrid 



Tenemos que  
hablar 

El secreto de  
Puente Viejo 

Por arte de  
magia 

Roko Els matins  
de TV3 
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5_ Off-line clipping for 
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Fashion show by the bride-fashion brand ROSA  
CLARÁ at Barcelona Bridal Week  with the  
collaboration of jewelry. 

6_ 
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7_On-line clipping for 
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Els matins de TV3 

Jewelry cession for TV hostesses and actresses at 
film premieres, TV3 and La 2 by 

Pa Negre  Gent de paraula  59 segons 

Somos cortos Para todos la 2 

8_ 
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9_ Partnership with WOMAN magazine: with each copy  
of the magazine, a necklace by  was included. 
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10_Off-line clipping for 
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11_ On-line clipping for 
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in blogs and Product give-away by  
handbag websites. 12_ 
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Cession of clothing to TV hostesses and  
actresses in Antena 3, Telecinco, TVE, TV3,  
VEO TV and BTV by 

El internado Pelotas 

13_ 
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Hospital central 

7 noticias 

Ventdelplà 
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7 noticias 

Infomatí Connexió Barcelona 
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Marc Juan started to work in the fashion sector six years ago, after  
finishing his studies in Fashion, Communication and Marketing at  
Istituto Europeo di Design, acquiring experience through several  
professional roles and responsibilities: on-line shop manager, chief of  
the sales department in the children area and marketing assistant in a  
business to business portal specialized in fashion, retail, design and  
consumer behavior analysis. 

 
After completing these tasks, and having acquired new competences in  
each of them, he had a first contact with the field of fashion  
communication, four years ago, and he discovered his passion in  
helping brands to have a higher presence in the media through different  
channels: 

CV 
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-  Magazines 
-  Editorials 
-  Websites 
-  Blogs 
-  TV ads 

-  TV soap operas 
-  Fashion shows 
-  Movies 
-  TV shows 
-  Etc 

He has since worked for several brands, achieving to enhance the  
brand’s position in the market, so the audiences can fully grasp all the  
brand values in a personalized way. 

 
On the other hand, in the development of his professional life, he  

has taught at Istituto Europeo di Design. More precisely, he has taught  
in the triennial fashion marketing course: Decisions in  
Communication. 
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Thanks to his previous professional opportunities,  
related to the touristic sector, he masters 5 languages:  
Spanish and Catalan, as a native, English and French  
at a proficient level, and Russian at a medium-high  
level. He has some notions of German and Japanese. 
 
His experience and language mastery fosters a communication and  
coverage that, despite starting at a national level on a first phase, it  
can be expanded at an international level later on. 
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If you are interested in a meeting to expand this information or any  
other information you might need, or to analyze the concrete  
necessities of your company and define how Marc Juan  
Comunicación can help you with your goals, please send us an email  
at info@marcjuancomunicacion.com, call us at (+34) 626 66 44 82  
or by visiting our website www.marcjuancomunicacion.com 

Yours sincerily,  

Marc Juan 

Contact 


